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Things with agency
Intelligent, fed by the cloud, in conversation with humans





Smart city 
paradigms

#1 Data dashboard 

#2 Adaptive infrastructure 

#3 City of Things



Paradigm #3

Cities of Things 

- Things as social entities 
- Cannot be controlled (like 

humans) but can be governed 
- Need for social contracts  

(pacts, agreements)
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Things as citizens as design inquiry 
Graduation research Louise Hugen, 2018 



Louise Hugen, 2018



Mobi+punt
Jelmer Koedood, graduation 2020



Cities of Things
How can things connect to existing data and cloud services in the 
smart city and act in concert with people?
Lupetti, M.L., Smit, I., Cila, N. (2018), Near Future Cities of Things: Addressing Dilemmas through Design Fiction



Designing Predictive Relations
Iskander Smit 



Research question

What is the role of predictive relations in the 
design practice of the future connected product-
service designer?



Specific for today
How will predictive relations shape our behavior?



Changing Things



The Helpful BBQ 
Sietse Taams



Master of the party 
occasionally





(ecosystem of) things

data

activities while using













Things are often now composed on the fly 
from a variety of networked resources, both 
physical and digital. 
Things as fluid assemblages.  
Not only intelligent and smart, but also 
unstable. The moment of use is a state in a 
continuous changing hybrid product-
service-system.



Changing Things that can predict

With machine learning mechanisms the 
Changing Things will have knowledge on 
possible futures before the user have these



Things That Predict



When using a 
product/service, 
there will be a 
feedback loop while 
using validating 
anticipated 
behavior



The user 
anticipates on 
what will happen 
when forming a 
mental model 
(t+1), based on 
experiences from 
the past (t-1) 



With smart objects, 
the ‘digital twin’ might 
influence the mental 
model of the user.



With a smart object fed 
with predictive 
intelligence, the digital 
twin will be formed by 
predicted futures.



Decision making might 
end up in the virtual 
space, leaving the user 
with passive use.



Predictive relations with Things



Predictive relations with things
Things that predict



Predictive relations through things with ‘the world’
Things that predict



! Predictive relations 

When things start to predict outcomes, it 
means that it will feed forward on situations 
we did not anticipate.



In the future we will shift continuously between 
the simulated future and the now. 



Tesla Autopilot



At the moment we have predictive relations with things, 
technology cannot be a ‘background relation’, we need to 
actively have a dialogue to understand what is now and what 
is future.

A strategy for humans: teaming up with the 
Things



Stewart by Felix Ros



The interaction of predictions and actions 
creates a complex interrelated design space.
Predictive behavior shapes our mental model on the 
acting of Thing.  
At the same time shape our actions the digital model of 
the Thing. 





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiPe1OiKQuk



unknown knowns?
So how are we going to design for the 



And/or… 

As Things become complex systems, predictions will reduce 
the agency we will have over our own behavior. 

As Things become complex systems, predictions will 
give us capabilities to control the working of Things.



Predictive relations might be defining in the 
agency users have in a machine scripted society  
Gig economy ruled by algorithms



So who will be  
The master of the barbeque?



Hacking IKEA things that predict





Korpoen home smart barbeque  
become the master of your bbq 
Barbeque comes with sensors for temperature of the 
coals and grill. It measures the weight on the grill. 
The bbq is connected to the home smart network or 
via bluetooth with your phone.



Iohanna Nicenboim, Elisa Giaccardi, 2017



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.





Think on predictive knowledge driving the behavior of the object 
rather than sending ‘just’ information. 

Spend time discussing how to present to the consumer. 

And make a nice basic sketch. 

It is not about the best idea now 



Let’s go!



Wrap up
@iskandr / citiesofthings.nl



Borstad broom home smart edition  
log your cleaning and get tips for best wiping skills  
Has sensors for measuring wiping behaviour, local 
storage and a bluetooth connection to off-load data 
to a phone. 



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Hektar home smart lamp with 3 Tradfri bulbs  
personalize your lighting plan 
Can change lights with the remote, the app or via 
learning and improving profiles. The lamp pole has 
sensors for sound and nearness.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Ribba home smart picture frame  
all the artwork of the world on one frame 
Has a razor sharp LED-screen and is connected via 
wifi to be able to show personal or random pictures.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Moppa home smart jug  
be healthy and optimize your liquid consumption 
Jug has sensors for water quality and temperature, 
and can share its data with the network and other 
home smart objects.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Metallisk home smart espresso maker  
discover how to create the best espresso 
Metallisk has sensors for temperature, pressure and 
weight and is connected to the home smart network 
to help you learn to make the ideal espresso.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Borstad home smart laundry basket  
never too late to wash your dirty laundry 
Basket can sense smell and weight and is connected 
to the home smart network.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Kandrilj home smart blinds  
easy up and down, wake up with sunlight 
Blinds are automated and can be opened and closed 
with the remote. The blinds are connected to the 
homesmart network.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Starttid home smart cabin bag  
easy going logging your vacation memories 
Bag has power wheels to help you in case of heavy 
load. It has sensors for weight, temperature, sunlight 
and is connected via bluetooth with your phone.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Ekoln home smart soap dispenser  
optimize your hand cleaning 
Dispenser measures presses, knows how much soap 
is in the container, and is connected to the home 
smart network.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Korpoen home smart barbeque  
become the master of your bbq 
Barbeque comes with sensors for temperature of the 
coals and grill. It measures the weight on the grill. 
The bbq is connected to the home smart network or 
via bluetooth with your phone.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Vasen home smart edition  
the vase that make you connect with your flowers 
Vase senses water temperature and log the air 
quality around the vase. Connected to the home 
smart network for export of data.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.



Frekvens Cajón Drum home smart edition  
make your own beats and join the party  
Tap the box to create a beat with special sound 
effects. Mix with music from the cloud via 
connection to home smart network. Stores your taps 
and sounds.



Assignment

Think of one scenario where the 
thing predicts (prescribes) your life  

Context: consider the thing as a 
networked product. The network 
can create connection inside the 
home or outside with other things 

Format: make an add selling that 
scenario. No need for explanation 
text, just a drawing and tagline.




